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Abstract Temporal fluctuations of wind strength and direction can influence aeolian bedform morphology
and orientation, which can be encoded into the architecture of aeolian deposits. These strata represent a direct
record of atmospheric processes and can be used to understand ancient Martian atmospheric processes as well
as those on Earth. The strata can: give insight to ancient atmospheric circulation, how the atmosphere evolved
in response to global changes in habitability, and how ancient processes differ from modern processes. The
Stimson formation at the Greenheugh pediment (Gale crater) records evidence of fluctuating wind across
multiple temporal scales. The strata can be subdivided into three intervals–Gleann Beag, Ladder, and Edinburgh
intervals. Internally, the intervals record changes of dune morphology and orientation, correlatable to wind
fluctuations at multiple temporal scales. The basal Gleann Beag interval comprises compound cross-strata,
deposited by oblique compound dunes. These dunes record a bimodal wind regime, resulting in net sediment
transport toward the north. The Ladder interval records a reversal of sediment transport to the south, where
straight-crested simple-dunes shaped by a seasonally variable winds formed. Finally, the Edinburgh interval
records sediment transport to the west, where a unimodal wind formed sinuous-crested simple dunes. These
observations demonstrate active and variable atmospheric circulation in Gale crater during the accumulation of
the Stimson dune field, at multiple temporal scales from seasonally driven winds to much longer time-frames,
during the Hesperian. These observations can be used to further understand ancient atmospheric conditions and
processes, at a high temporal resolution on Mars.
Plain Language Summary The direction and strength of the wind varies, but typically follows
predictable patterns over a variety of time-scales ranging from the course of a day or a year through to decades
or millennia. Within a dune field, these patterns of air flow control the shape, size and orientation of aeolian
landforms-such as dunes and ripples–and in-turn be recorded in the rock record, where sediment accumulates over
time. These deposits form a record of ancient atmospheric processes, and can be found on Mars, as well as Earth.
On Mars, within the Stimson sandstone, evidence for short- and long-term wind trends are identified in these
strata deposited by ancient dunes. This partial record–resulting from episodic erosion and deposition characteristic
of dune migration–indicates dunes were shaped by seasonal and longer-term sediment transport processes, and
that the shape of dunes, and their orientation changed in response long-term changes in wind direction. These
changing winds give us insight to the prevailing climate controlling the wind within Gale crater during the
Hesperian period and can be used to constrain climate models and gain insight to habitability at that time.
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1. Introduction
Aeolian dune fields are shaped by the whims and rhythms of the wind, which rarely blows uniformly or exclusively from a single direction. It is common for the wind direction and strength to vary, dictated by a multitude
of factors operating at a range of timescales. These time-scales can range from diurnal fluctuations, recorded by
wind ripple migration (Hunter & Richmond, 1988) to more prolonged seasonal (annual) wind variations (Hunter
& Rubin, 1983), which can result in episodes of oblique or reversed airflow and create discontinuities on a dune's
lee face (Kocurek, 1991). Longer-term trends driven by changes in the local, regional, or global climate can result
in prolonged changes to the wind regime, and the long-term sediment transport direction, which can cause partial
or complete realignment of dunes within a dune field, causing dunes to migrate in completely different directions
to their predecessors. These changes in the wind, from wind-ripples responding to daily cycles, to compound
dunes (also referred to as mega dunes, or as draas) responding to decadal or centennial changes in wind direction can be recorded in the stratigraphy. Frequent, short-duration changes may be recorded by variations of
facies interstratification. Longer-duration, less-frequent fluctuations may cause a change in cross-set morphology
(compound vs. simple) or reorientation of cross-bedding dip-azimuths.
As well as controlling dune orientation, changes of wind direction can lead to changes in the sediment transport
direction and availability, which can result in profound changes to the pattern of sediment accumulation. Changes
of wind direction can starve sediment supply to the dune field, leading to episodes of dune bypass or deflation,
whereupon accumulated sediment is removed from the depositional record, forming deflational supersurfaces.
These signatures of variable wind direction have been identified within the terrestrial stratigraphic record (Chan
et al., 2000; Kocurek, 1991; Mountney & Thompson, 2002; Scherer & Goldberg, 2010) and can provide insight
to past atmospheric circulation and processes, but thus far there are few documented examples of fluctuating or
reversal of wind directions preserved in the Martian stratigraphic record (Banham et al., 2021; Hayes et al., 2011).
Recognizing such features in the Martian stratigraphic record could be used to reconstruct ancient atmospheric
processes that occurred during Mars' early history, when habitability was more likely.
Banham et al. (2018) documented the presence a major aeolian dune field which existed in Gale crater, represented by the preserved stratigraphic remnants of the Stimson formation. The Stimson formation contains depositional packages and erosional surfaces directly linkable to surface processes, and landforms, such as dune
morphology and orientation, which reflect the ancient wind regime. Using the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL)
Curiosity rover, the Stimson formation on the northern edge of the Greenheugh pediment (Figure 1a), was documented between Sols 2618 and 2780. These data are used to investigate the origin of the sandstone capping unit,
and the processes that are recorded by its internal stratigraphic architecture.
The specific objectives of this study are to: (a) determine the sediment transport processes from textural observations; (b) reconstruct dune morphology, size, and orientation, based on the sedimentary architecture; (c) understand the temporal evolution of the dune field, and how variations of wind direction are recorded; (d) comment on
the stratigraphic relationship of the Stimson formation at the Greenheugh pediment, and other Stimson outcrops
observed by Curiosity during the traverse.

2. Background and Geological Setting
Gale crater is located on the Martian crustal dichotomy boundary, at 5.4°S, 137.8°E. Gale is ∼154 km in
diameter and was formed 3.7 Ga (+/− 0.1 Ga), which coincides with the Noachian-Hesperian transition period
(Le Deit et al., 2013; Tanaka et al., 2014; Thomson et al., 2011). Sediment accumulated in Gale in the 200–500
Myr following crater formation (Grant et al., 2014; Grotzinger, Gupta, et al., 2015; Thomson et al., 2011). The
preserved remnants of the infilling of the crater is represented as the ∼5 km height, stratified, sediment pile
which forms Aeolis Mons (informally Mount Sharp) (Anderson & Bell, 2010). The lower strata, including
those on Aeolis Palus, include fluvial, deltaic and lacustrine sediments (Grotzinger, Crisp, et al., 2015). The
upper strata of Aeolis Mons include sulfate-bearing rocks which contains meter-scale cross-bedded sedimentary rocks (Milliken et al., 2014; Rapin et al., 2021), and yardang-forming strata with cross-bedded strata
(Anderson et al., 2018; Dromart et al., 2018; Rapin et al., 2021). Key observations relating to the sediment pile
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Figure 1. Overview orthomosaics of the study area. (a) High-resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) satellite
mosaic showing the region of the traverse within Gale crater, showing the spatial relationship between the northern Stimson
formation outcrops (Emerson plateau, Naukluft plateau, and Murray buttes), and the Greenheugh pediment higher on the
north flank of Aeolis Mons. Inset map is a CTX mosaic showing the location of the traverse within the context of Gale
crater. (b) Detailed HiRISE orthomosaic of the study area, showing locations of the rover between sols 2618 and 2783. The
map highlights key outcrop locations discussed in this paper. Base maps, MSL Gale Merged Orthophoto Mosaic 25 m was
generated by Calef and Parker (2016). Image credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.

forming Aeolis Mons are: the sediments are lithified up to the summit; these sediments are fractured, implying diagenetic fluid movement; and that cross-bedded sediments accumulated on the flanks of the degraded
sediment pile.
As of January 2021, the stratigraphy of lower Aeolis Mons–based on the MSL science team's interpretation–
(Figure 1a) is subdivided into the following lithostratigraphic groups: Bradbury, Mount Sharp, and Siccar Point.
As the beds are mostly flat-lying, vertical elevation has been used as a proxy for stratigraphic position. The Bradbury group (the lowest observed 70 m of the succession) is interpreted to be interfingering deltaic, fluvial, and
lacustrine sedimentary rocks (Edgar et al., 2017; Grotzinger et al., 2014; Grotzinger, Gupta, et al., 2015; Schieber
et al., 2017) (Figure 2). The Mount Sharp group is the next stratigraphic unit that the rover traversed after the
Bradbury group. The lowest unit in this group is the Murray formation, which represents the lowermost >300 m
of the succession. It is composed of laminated lacustrine mudstones, with minor intraformational fluvial sediments (Edgar et al., 2020; Grotzinger, Gupta, et al., 2015; Stack et al., 2019). Conformably overlying the Murray
formation is the Carolyn Shoemaker formation (also referred herein as the C.Shoemaker formation), which
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is composed of horizontally laminated siltstones and sandstones, and an
increased proportion of fluvial and aeolian sandstones (Bennett et al., 2022).
The Murray formation is subdivided into seven members, which are interpreted to record lake and lake margin environments. These are: Pahrump
Hills (Stack et al., 2019); Hartmann's Valley (Gwizd et al., 2018, 2022);
Karasburg (Gwizd et al., 2020, 2022) Sutton island (Edgar et al., 2020;
Fedo et al., 2017), and Pettegrove Point members. Blunts Point and the Jura
members of the Murray formation comprise the landform known as the Vera
Rubin Ridge (Edgar et al., 2020; Fedo et al., 2020; Fraeman et al., 2020),
which underwent some degree of diagenesis to form a prominent topographic
feature (Fraeman et al., 2016, 2020). The base of the Carolyn Shoemaker
formation is coincident with the base of the Knockfarril Hill member, in the
topographic low known as Glen Torridon (defined by Bennett et al., 2022).
The Knockfarril Hill (Fedo et al., 2020, this issue; Caravaca et al., 2022) and
the Glasgow members of the C.Shoemaker formation are located in this area.
The Siccar Point group unconformably overlies the Mount Sharp group,
and contains the Stimson formation (Banham et al., 2018, 2020), and other
unnamed (and untraversed) mantling units that outcrop along the north flank
of Aeolis Mons (Anderson & Bell, 2010). The unconformity separating these
two groups is referred to as the Base Siccar Point group unconformity. The
Stimson formation is a decameter-thick unit composed of aeolian sandstones,
that mantles an inclined deflational unconformity (Banham et al., 2018;
Watkins et al., 2016, 2022). A more detailed description of the stratigraphic
relationships of the Stimson formation is provided later. The Stimson formation has been traversed and identified at four geographically distinct areas:
Emerson plateau (Sol 992–1154); Naukluft plateau (Sol 1276–1353); Murray
buttes (Sol 1383–1455) and the Greenheugh pediment (Sol 2665–2734)
(Figure 1a).

Figure 2. Stratigraphic context of the Stimson formation within the
stratigraphic framework erected by the MSL team. The stratigraphic column
depicts key stratigraphic units encountered by the rover during the mission.
The column shows units associated with the vertical elevation and does
not account for total stratigraphic thickness. Members referred to form
components of the Murray and Carolyn Shoemaker formations. For more
details see Fedo et al., 2022; Caravaca et al., 2022; Bennett et al., 2022.

The Greenheugh pediment is an erosional unconformity which is an up-slope
extension of the base Siccar Point group unconformity. The unconformity is
capped by a fan-shaped sandstone body which radiates from the Gediz Vallis
canyon. The fan shaped body is an erosional feature and is bordered by steep
edge of about 10 m revealing a typical thickness of a few meters overlying
Mount Sharp group strata, and covers an area of 2.66 km 2. Certainty of the
thickness of the unit diminishes toward the interior, due to an absence of rover
data. Using the rover, the MSL team investigated the northern margin of the
Greenheugh pediment capping unit. Here it is expressed as a gray-colored,
resistant, cliff-forming unit that overlies the Glasgow member of the C.Shoemaker formation.

3. Data and Methods
3.1. Instruments

Facies and architectural information came from photomosaics constructed
from images acquired by the Navigation cameras (Navcam: Maki et al., 2012)
and the Mast cameras (Mastcams: Bell et al., 2017). Both of these instruments are mounted on a pan-tilt unit
fixed atop of the Remote Sensing Mast, ∼1.9 m above the surface (Warner et al., 2016). Context, image targeting, and quantitative stereo meshes were facilitated through stereo Navcam data. The Mastcams (Left = 34 mm,
right = 100 mm focal length) were used primarily to image outcrops for the purpose of scientific investigation.
Sedimentary texture, and grain size measurement information were collected using the Mars Hand Lens Imager
(MAHLI) on the instrument cluster on the end of Curiosity's robotic arm (Edgett et al., 2012). At highest resolution, MAHLI can collect images with 14 μm/px, at a working distance of 21 mm (Edgett et al., 2012), typically
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collected as a series of nested images with granularities of 16–21 μm/pixel, 31 μm/pixel, and 100 μm/pixel,
at working distances of ∼20, 50, and 150 mm (Yingst et al., 2016). Coverage of MAHLI images obtained are
depended on mission cadence, and stability of the rover, time available (arm deployment is a two sol process),
and other constrains described by Yingst et al. (2016).
Satellite-derived orthomosaics were used as a base map for determining the rover's location, and for photogeologic mapping. Data was provided by the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE; McEwen
et al., 2007) aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and the Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter (MOLA;
Smith et al., 2001) aboard the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS). A composite photomosaic, and digital elevation
map (DEM) of the MSL field site was assembled by Calef and Parker (2016), which was tied to the absolute
elevation derived from the MOLA elevation model.
3.2. Data Collection
As shown in Figure 1b, Curiosity embarked on a science campaign to investigate the pediment capping unit
between Sols 2618 (18 December 2019), and 2780 (1 June 2020). Images of the pediment capping unit were
collected from a vantage point at Western butte before the rover traversed onto the pediment around Sol 2695.
Geochemical data pertaining to the capping unit were collected using the ChemCam and APXS instrument as
the rover traversed the pediment capping unit. Drill tailings from the Edinburgh drill site, (Sol 2702 end-of-drive
location) were analyzed by the SAM instrument suite. These geochemical data are described in detail by Bedford,
Banham, et al. (2020), Bedford, Schwenzer, et al. (2020) and Thomson et al. (2011).
3.3. Nomenclature
The International Astronomical Union (IAU) determines formal names of features identified on Mars. Within this
paper, Earth, Mars, Gale, Aeolis Mons, Aeolis Palus and Gediz Vallis are the only features formally designated
by the IAU. All other features and targets were informally named by the MSL team during surface operations in a
scheme described by Vasavada et al. (2014). The landforms Tower, Central, and Western butte are defined in the
overview paper (Bennett et al., 2022). Mars also has no internationally recognised formal stratigraphic code, and
so, all geologic units are informal. Stratigraphic units (e.g., formation, member, bed, etc.) should be recorded in
lowercase letters, in accordance to the North American Stratigraphic Code (NACSN, 2005), and as implemented
by the United States Geological Survey writing-style (Hanson, 1991), or British Geological Survey classification
of lithodemic units (Gillespie et al., 2008).
3.4. Terminology for Cross-Strata
In this contribution, a “cross-set” or “set of cross-strata” is defined as a package of cross-laminations that were
deposited by the same migrating bedform (sensu McKee & Weir, 1953). Each cross-set is composed of a package
of cross-laminations, encapsulated by a lower bounding surface related to the overlying cross-strata, and an overlying bounding surface related to the overlying cross set.
In the pediment capping unit, both simple and compound cross-sets have been identified, in which set-bounding
surfaces can have slightly different names. Where simple cross-sets are observed, sub-horizontal bounding surfaces defining the base of a cross-set can be described as a set bounding surface. Other valid terms
include: first-order surfaces (Brookfield, 1977); interdune surfaces (Kocurek, 1981); and dune bounding
surfaces (Banham et al., 2018). Where compound cross-sets (cosets) are identified, the basal sub-horizontal
bounding surface is given the term compound-set bounding-surface (sensu Banham et al., 2021). Compound
cross-sets contain internal erosion surfaces, given the descriptive term subset bounding surfaces (sensu Rubin
& Hunter, 1983). These can be formed by two common processes: changes in dimension or direction of a
dune by reversal of flow (third-order surfaces; Brookfield, 1977) or dynamic interaction of contemporaneous
dunes (Brothers et al., 2017); or by migration of a scour trough preceding a superimposed dune (second-order
surface, Brookfield, 1977; Kocurek, 1991). Despite their similar appearance, they can be differentiated by
viewing the three-dimensional relationships with other bounding surfaces and cross-strata (Rubin, 1987; Rubin
& Hunter, 1983).
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3.5. Data Analysis
Analysis of image data (Navcam, Mastcam, MAHLI, and HiRISE products) was performed using standard photogeology interpretation methods (De Hon et al., 2001; Moore, 1971; Nesbit et al., 2020), and using previous
approaches used studying the Stimson formation and the basal unconformity (Banham et al., 2018, 2021; Watkins
et al., 2016, 2022).
Images collected by the rover underwent radiometric calibration, white balance, and geometric calibration before
interpretation (Bell et al., 2017). Navcam and Mastcam images were mosaiced with geometric adjustments to
preserve relations. Using methods described by Alexander et al. (2006), a terrain mesh was generated from
Navcam stereopairs for measurement of geologic features. Corrected images and mosaics were then interpreted
using vector graphics software to highlight outcrop architecture and depositional features.
Visual estimation of cross-bed dip azimuth was performed as part of this study, particularly for outlying
outcrops beyond the limits where digital outcrop models (DOMs) can be reliably constructed (>40 m), or where
stereo Mastcam data was not available. Details of this method can be found in the SI material, and in Banham
et al. (2021); Banham et al. (2018).
Textured three-dimensional DOMs were generated using Mastcam stereo images using the Planetary Robotics Vision Processing tool (PRoViP) (Paar et al., 2012), and were interpreted using Planetary Robotics 3D
viewer (PRo3D) (Paar & Consortium, 2016; Traxler et al., 2018). Where DOMs exist, this software was used
to measure geometric attributes of the sedimentary architecture, including set thickness, and dip-azimuth of
cross-laminations, and subset bounding surfaces. Barnes et al. (2018) provides a comprehensive description of
methods used.

4. Results and Interpretation
4.1. Regional Stratigraphic Relationships of the Stimson Formation
This section will discuss the regional-scale relationship of the Stimson formation, and the capping unit at the
Greenheugh pediment. The profile of the underlying unconformity, the thickness of the unit (based on surface and
orbital measurements), and the underlying C.Shoemaker formation will also be discussed.
At the time of writing, all outcrops of Stimson formation observed along the traverse superposed various units
of the Mount Sharp group, where the erosion-resistant, gray, cross-bedded sandstones of the Stimson formation
are juxtaposed above the smooth-weathering, tan-colored, laminated and fractured rocks of the Mount Sharp
group. Separating these two units is the base Siccar Point group unconformity. The Stimson formation and Mount
Sharp group strata are still in their original depositional orientation–apparently near horizontal when viewed
perpendicular to the regional dip (Stein et al., 2020). The unconformity cross-cuts the bedding of the Murray and
C.Shoemaker formations defining a disconformity-type unconformity. This boundary has been mapped at the
interface of these two units along the present extent of the traverse (Figure 3) (Watkins et al., 2022).
In Stimson outcrops on lower Aeolis Mons (Figure 1: Emerson, Naukluft & Murray buttes), the Stimson formation overlies the Pahrump Hills, Hartmann's Valley and Karasburg members of the Murray formation. On the
northern margin of the Emerson plateau, by Marias Pass, the Stimson formation overlies the Pahrump Hills
member, and is up to 6 m thick (Banham et al., 2018). The unconformity rises by ∼25 m toward the south of
Emerson plateau, where the Stimson formation at East Glacier is observed to be 6m thick (Banham et al., 2018).
At the Naukluft plateau, the Stimson overlies the Hartmann's Valley member, and ranges in thickness between
2 m on the east side, to ∼8 m on the west side by Hartmann's valley (Bedford, Schwenzer, et al., 2020). At the
Murray buttes, the Stimson overlies the top-most part of the Hartmann's valley member and the lower-most
Karasburg member, and the buttes typically range between 5 and 12 m thickness. The unconformity rises by
approximately 40 m of elevation from the north to the south of the buttes over a distance of ∼600 m. Onlap onto
the unconformity can be observed at the base of Butte M1b (Banham et al., 2021).
Across the section of Aeolis Mons traversed by the rover, the Stimson sandstones superposes a vertical succession
of ∼140 m of the Mount Sharp group, over a north-south profile of 1.7 km (Figure 3). Locally, the unconformity
records palaeotopography–ranging from a few centimeters at Missoula (where there are rip-up clasts incorporated
into the basal Stimson cross-sets), up to ∼7 m at Logan's run, and 3 m at Butte M1b (Banham et al., 2018).
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Figure 3. Elevation of the base Siccar Point group unconformity (base Stimson unconformity), from the north margin of the Naukluft plateau, to the south margin
of the Greenheugh pediment. The orange points denote the elevation of the rover along the traverse, with the blue, green and purple points indicate the elevation of
the unconformity observed at the base of the Stimson formation, as observed from the rover using the Mastcam instrument. Triangles indicate the end-of-Sol rover
locations.

There is a 2.5 km expanse between the southern edge of the Murray buttes and the northern margin of the Greenheugh pediment within which outcrops of Stimson formation are largely absent. A few isolated outcrops exist
which may have an association to the Stimson formation, including Lobster Mountain, Pile Mountain, and Ireson
Hill. In the 2.5 km between outcrops, the elevation of the unconformity increases by over 200 m, from −4,375 to
−4,150 m. Mapping of the unconformity around the Greenheugh pediment using HiRISE orthomosaics records
an elevation change of ∼250 m along a 1.5 km north-south profile. At the Greenheugh pediment, the capping unit
is interpreted to overlie the Glasgow member of the C.Shoemaker formation at its northern margin and unmapped
units higher in stratigraphy to the south and the Glasgow member of the C.Shoemaker formation (Figures 1
and 2). From orbital mapping, the lowest point of the unconformity is on the northwest side of the pediment, at
approximately −4,150 m. The highest points are mapped on the east side of the pediment where the height of the
base of the pediment is between −4,000 m and −3,900 m. An isopach map interpolated from HiRISE data of the
unconformity suggests that the pediment is plausibly between 2 and 12 m thick (see Text S1 in Supporting Information S1). The study area thickness is predicted to be between 2 and 5 m, with the thickest parts of the pediment
predicted on the west flank of the pediment.
4.2. Subdivision of the Stratigraphy at the Greenheugh Pediment
Within the study area, the Stimson formation can be subdivided into three main intervals based on stratigraphic
architecture and foreset dip-azimuth of cross-laminations. Each interval is summarized as follows: the basal
Gleann Beag interval is characterized by compound cross-bedding and northeast cross-set dip-azimuths; the
middle Ladder interval, is characterized by simple planar cross-sets and southward cross-bed dip-azimuths; and
the Edinburgh interval, at the top of the section where the Edinburgh drill site is located, is characterized by
simple trough cross-bedding and westward dip-azimuths. For context, the spatial distribution of these intervals
are shown in Figure 4, plus in three high-resolution full mosaics available online, and in the JGR-P supporting
information. URL links to these high-resolution mosaics are provided in the figure captions. The justification for
these subdivisions will be further explained in the stratigraphic architecture section.
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Figure 4. Context images to show spatial relationship between key outcrops observed at the Greenheugh pediment study area. High-resolution versions of these
images are available by clicking on hyperlinks. See Figure 1b for orthomosaic depicting location of key outcrops. (a) Mastcam 360° mosaic taken from the foot of
the pediment capping unit. High-resolution panoramic image of 4A (Mastcam mosaic ML_mcam13911, acquired on Sol 2658, at Sol 2657 end-of-drive location).
(b) Pediment ascent area. Mosaic depicts outcrops and targets near where the rover drove onto the Stimson formation. High-resolution image of 4B (M100
Mastcam mosaic MR_mcam014078, acquired on Sol 2691, at Sol 2691 end-of-drive location). (c) Mastcam 350 mosaic taken at the Edinburgh drill site on top of
the pediment capping Stimson formation. Green lines delineate the stratigraphic boundary between the Ladder interval, and the upper Edinburgh interval. Highresolution panoramic image of 4C (M34 mosaic ML_mcam014196, acquired on Sol 2711, at Sol 2702 end-of-drive location). Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS.

At the time of this study, the term stratigraphic “intervals” were chosen to describe these units, due to their
observed limited lateral extent of a few hundred meters on the north margin of the pediment. If these intervals can
be correlated to other stratigraphic sections, they can be updated to “member” status. In this section, we examine
the outcrop architecture and the relationship of each of the intervals, to understand the bedform dynamics which
gave rise to the different stratigraphic architectures.

5. Sedimentary Textures and Depositional Processes
The sedimentary texture and facies of the pediment capping unit provide constraints on depositional origin.
5.1. Sedimentary Texture
The rover traversed onto the pediment capping unit between Sols 2693 and 2734, which enabled investigation
of its sedimentary texture using the MAHLI, and Mastcam instruments. In total, MAHLI was used to investigate 14 rock targets, six of which were suitable for grainsize analysis. A qualitative description of the grain size
and texture is provided, along with a quantitative measurement of grain size and sorting. The three superposed
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Figure 5. Mars Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI) images taken from near the unconformity, showing sedimentary texture. (a)
Overview Navcam mosaic showing basal section of the pediment capping unit, and location of key MAHLI and Mastcam
targets. High-resolution panoramic version of 5A. Sol 2692 end-of-drive Navcam mosaic. (b) Hutton Section, 5 cm stand-off.
Target was located just above the unconformity and contains large clasts that are interpreted to be derived from the (c)
Shoemaker formation. ChemCam LIBS shots are visible in this image. (c) Clach Glas target, 5 m stand-off. Prominent
well-rounded grains are visible in this target. (d) Chinglebraes target, part of the MAHLI dogs-eye mosaic. Dark grains
observed in this mosaic are superficial sand grains perched on laminations. (e) Galloway hills target, 5 cm stand-off. This
image is a planform image of the upper surface of a lamination. Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS.

stratigraphic intervals are mentioned in this section, but will be discussed in the stratigraphy and stratigraphic
architecture section.
5.1.1. Description
In general, the capping unit is characterized by sandstones, which are composed of medium-grained, well-sorted,
sub-to well-rounded, sub-spherical grains (Figure 5). Detrital grains are gray in color, with an increased number
of cream or tan-colored grains toward the base of the section, where extraformational clasts are present. Bimodal
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sorting is observed throughout the succession, at various targets. Some concretions were observed where differential weathering had caused them to weather-out of the outcrop.
The basal Gleann Beag interval is recorded in 5 MAHLI targets. In the lower section, grains are variable in
color–being gray or cream–and are slightly more poorly sorted than the rest of the capping unit. Prominent
cream-colored grains (∼2% of grains at Chinglebraes) show grain-sizes of 0.2–1.0 mm diameter and are relatively well rounded. Grains typically have a smooth surface; however, some examples were pitted. One large
angular clast measuring 10 mm in length is observed at Hutton's Section. Gray grains are typically smaller in
size, centering on medium-grain. There are sporadic black grains observed too. Targets such as Clach_Glas and
Chinglebraes exhibited bimodal sorting (Figure 5). At Chinglebraes (Figure 5a), wind ripple laminations 2–4 mm
thick were traced laterally for 0.8 m distance. Mastcam data provide additional insight into sedimentary texture
and the processes that occurred immediately above the unconformity (Figure 4a), at the Hutton's section (Sol
2694), Glenn Beag (Sol 2695) and Ochil hill (Sol 2694) targets. At Glenn Beag large (∼1 mm) white colored
grains are observed interspersed with other smaller grains, accounting for approximately 2% of the total grains.
The largest of these grains were observed to be more angular, and irregular in shape. At Ochil Hill, similar,
white-colored grains were identified both in lags (at the base of the outcrop), and throughout the outcrop.
The central Ladder interval (Figure 4) is recorded by the Forsinard flows target at the Machir Bay outcrop. Concretions measuring between 5 and 20 mm in diameter are present, and are composed of well-cemented sands grains.
The concretions are distributed randomly, but evenly across the face of the sandstone block. Close inspection of
the concretions indicates that pore spaces between grains may consist of amorphous white material. Across the
target, where grains weather proud of the surface, they are well-rounded with relatively smooth surfaces. Some
grains do exhibit slight surface pitting.
The uppermost Edinburgh interval (Figure 4c) was characterized by the Assynt Window target that records a
weathered section cross-cutting several cross-laminations. An oblique section through the laminations revealed
subtle changes in grainsize through the laminations. The upper part of the laminations is characterized by
flat-weathering sections composed of larger grains roughly 0.7–0.8 mm in size, that are well rounded. Immediately beneath these prominent layers is a recessive layer that forms a step, and is composed of apparently slightly
finer sand particles, where grains are more difficult to define. This is then followed by a more proud-weathering
layer of larger sand grains.
5.1.2. Grainsize and Sorting Analysis Using MAHLI Data
Grain-size analysis was performed on 9 MAHLI images, where sufficient grains could be identified uniformly
across the image. Analysis was conducted using the same methodology as Banham et al. (2018) at Emerson
plateau. In total 1950 grains were measured across all the samples, with analysis being performed on all measured grains as well as grains from individual images. The whole sample set indicates that the pediment consists
of a bimodal, moderately well-sorted, medium-grained sandstone, with a geometric mean grain size of 486 μm,
a sorting of 1.499, with a symmetric skewness. The geometric mean grain size for individual samples range
between 335 μm for Galloway Hills, and 634 μm at Assynt Window. Details for each target are provided in Text
S1 in Supporting Information S1.
5.1.3. Interpretation
The grain size distribution, sorting and roundness observed are characteristic of wind-blown sediments. Bimodal
sorting is frequently observed in aeolian sediments, where saltating particles facilitate the movement of larger
grains via surface creep (Greeley & Iversen, 1985; Jerolmack et al., 2006). Grains throughout this study area (with
the exception of C.Shoemaker formation rip-up clasts) are sub-to well-rounded, which is characteristic of grains
moved by the air, where impacts quickly round the grains (Garzanti, 2017; Garzanti et al., 2015; Kuenen, 1960).
In some targets, particularly at Adder and Assynt window targets, there are layers of coarser grains observed
to overlie finer-grained laminations (where grains are not resolved). This is consistent with inverse grading, a
commonly observed phenomenon in wind-ripple laminations–or pinstripe laminations–where the airflow sorts
the grains into laminations with inverse grading (Fryberger & Schenk, 1988).
White-colored grains observed using the Mastcam at Hutton_section and Clach_Glas are interpreted to be
C.Shoemaker formation rip-up clasts that have been reworked into the basal section of the Stimson formation.
Although the chemical composition of the grains cannot be used to verify the origin of these grains (no grains
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were sampled using the ChemCam instrument), they are visually similar to C.Shoemaker formation observed
immediately beneath the unconformity. The MAHLI image taken at the Hutton's section adds further evidence to
support this, where large angular clasts composed of material akin to the C.Shoemaker formation are observed.
This would not be the first observation of the Mount Sharp group being reworked and incorporated into the Stimson formation. Murray formation rip-up clasts have been observed at the Emerson plateau, at the Missoula and
Lumpry targets in Marias Pass (Banham et al., 2018). Similar white-colored grains are also seen in the Bagnold
dunes (Ewing et al., 2017).
5.2. Sedimentary Structures
To reconstruct the sedimentary processes, occurring during the accumulation of the strata, commonly observed
lithofacies are described here. Additional lithofacies description for other areas of the Stimson formation are
provided for: the Emerson plateau (Banham et al., 2018); the Naukluft plateau (Bedford, Banham, et al., 2020);
and the Murray buttes (Banham et al., 2020). Four facies have been identified, each characterized by unique
sedimentary structures (Figure 5).
5.2.1. Wind-Ripple Strata
Description: The dominant stratification type identified in the Stimson formation are plane-parallel laminations
that have uniform thickness and are highly laterally persistent. The best example of these are observed at the
Enard Bay outcrop (Figures 5b and 5b’), where trough cross-sets are composed of laminations with a uniform
thickness of between 2 and 4 mm, and lateral persistence in excess of 1.2 m (Figure 5c). The laminations exhibit
a uniform thickness along their length from the top right of the outcrop adjacent to their upper bounding surface,
down to the lowest visible part of the set, where the cross-laminations appear to curve to become more horizontal. This slight curvature is related to their position within the trough cross-set. Closer inspection of the
cross-laminations (Figure 5b’) indicate that each lamination has a more prominent erosion-resistant component,
adjacent to a less prominent recessive component.
Interpretation: Wind-ripple laminations with uniform-thickness are interpreted as translatent wind ripple strata
(Hunter, 1977). Each of these laminations represents the migration of a single millimeter-high ripple migrating
in a down-wind direction (Fryberger & Schenk, 1988). The prominent and recessive layering may be a visual
expression of grainsize differences within each lamination. This may relate to inverse grading which occurs as
a result of finer particles being trapped and preserved by coarser, less transportable grains accumulating as the
ripples migrate downwind (Fryberger & Schenk, 1988). These ripples occur commonly on the stoss side of dunes,
and on dune lee faces that are oblique to the wind (Eastwood et al., 2012).
5.2.2. Avalanche Deposits
Description: Avalanche deposits were observed in association with planar cross-sets observed in the Ladder
section (Figure 5c). Here, a simple laterally extensive planar cross-set shows alternating packages of two
distinctive layer types: (a) well-defined thin, weathering-resistant laminated layers; (b) thicker layers with less
well-defined internal structure (Figure 5c’). The thicker layers commonly contain diffuse and poorly defined
wedge-shaped geometries that pinch out parallel to strike (marked AV, Figure 5c’).
Interpretation: The thicker, less resistant depositional packages are interpreted to be avalanche strata (also
commonly called grainflow strata), formed by sand avalanching down the lee face of a dune (Hunter, 1977;
Kocurek & Dott, 1981; McDonald & Anderson, 1995; Nield et al., 2017). We interpret the avalanche strata
from the presence of wedge-shaped depositional packages, which are typically much thicker than adjacent
wind ripple strata (Hunter, 1977). Frequent avalanches across the width of the lee slope cause laterally discrete
grainflows to amalgamate into a single package spanning much of the width of the lee slope (Hunter, 1977).
These packages show little internal structure (at a distance) due to poor grain packing during grainflow
(Lindquist, 1988). Avalanche strata typically occur on dunes in areas where the slip face is perpendicular to
the wind (Eastwood et al., 2012). The prominent-weathering thin laminae that surround the grainflow strata
are interpreted to be wind-ripple strata formed by reworking of grainflow beds by wind-ripples migrating
obliquely along the lee face.
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5.2.3. Trough and Planar Cross-Bedding
Description: Cross-bedding is the most ubiquitously identifiable sedimentary structure found within the Stimson
formation. An example selected from Tower butte is shown in Figure 5a. Cross-sets are largely composed of
dipping millimeter-thick uniform and persistent laminations (interpreted to be wind ripple strata), which characteristically curve asymptotically down onto a basal bounding surface. The uppermost part of the laminations are
truncated by a bounding surface associated with an overlying cross-set. The basal bounding surface are planar in
sections perpendicular to the dip of the cross-laminations, or trough-shaped in sections parallel to strike. Bounding surfaces can dip at several degrees or appear to be sub-horizontal. Cross-sets across this study area have
typical thickness ranges of 0.3–0.8 m. Where trough-crossbedding is identified, troughs have measured widths
ranging between 1.5 and 4 m. Where cross-sets appear to be planar, lamina-sets can be traced parallel to strike
for distances of between 3 and 50 m.
Interpretation: Cross-stratification in the Stimson formation is interpreted to represent deposition from the migration of aeolian bedforms. Dipping cross-laminations are interpreted to represent the preserved lower section of
the dune, which downlap onto a scour surface formed by a scour trough that migrates in advance of the dune lee
as the dune migrates. Cross-laminations (including avalanche strata, where present) represent the incremental
accumulation of sediment transported by various mechanisms on the lee slope of the dune as the dune migrates.
Inclined and sub-horizontal bounding surfaces represent erosive surfaces formed by different mechanisms related
to dune migration. Inclined bounding surfaces, referred to as subset bounding surfaces (Hunter & Rubin, 1983;
Rubin & Hunter, 1983) can be associated with migration of superimposed bedforms down or oblique to the lee
of a primary dune (Rubin & Hunter, 1983; second-order surface – Brookfield, 1977; Superposition surface –
Kocurek, 1991; Rubin & Carter, 2006). Alternatively subset bounding surfaces can form by fluctuating or reversal of flow (Hunter & Rubin, 1983; third-order surface – Brookfield, 1977; reactivation surface – Kocurek, 1991).
Sub-horizontal bounding surfaces are the time-translatent scour surface formed by a scour trough preceding
a primary dune as it migrates. These surfaces can either be simple-set bounding-surface, where the overlying
cross-set is simple, or a compound-set bounding-surface where the overlying cross-set contains compound
cross-bedding (sensu Banham et al., 2020).
5.2.4. Concretion-Rich Sandstone
Description: This facies consist of cross-bedded sandstone that contain abundant spheroidal concretions. From
a distance, these facies appear to have a lumpy or knobbly surface texture, and are typically associated with the
strata immediately above the basal unconformity. Concretions become progressively less common with increasing stratigraphic height above the unconformity. In cross-sets immediately above the unconformity, concretions
can be pervasive, and densely packed enough to be amalgamated. Typical concretions are sub-rounded to oblate
in shape and have diameters ranging between 10 and 40 mm. Sand grains are observed protruding from within
concretions, along with undeformed laminations that are concordant to primary deposition packages within the
host cross-sets.
Interpretation: Concretions form as a result of diagenesis within the subsurface, where chemical precipitates
accumulate onto a nucleation point within the host rock. The cementing agent encrusts the grains surrounding the nucleation point, and the concretion grows by pervasive growth through the pore spaces surrounding
adjacent grains. This allows the concretion to grow without deforming the original depositional structures seen
across the pediment. This cementing agent could be derived from a slow-flowing chemically saturated pore-fluid
(Berner, 1968), and can have slow growth rates (Wilkinson & Dampier, 1990). The preferential distribution of
concretions toward the base of the Stimson formation, coincides with a prevalence of ripped-up and incorporated
material from the underlying C.Shoemaker formation in the base of the Stimson formation. It is possible that the
particles acting as the nucleation points could be derived from the C.Shoemaker formation.

6. Stratigraphic Architecture
Within the study area, the Stimson formation is subdivided into three distinct stratigraphic intervals, based on
their sedimentary architecture and palaeotransport direction. This section examines the outcrop architecture and
relationship to each other, to understand geomorphic processes that gave rise to the different stratigraphic architectures. For context of, the reader is referred to Figure 4 and the associated high-resolution mosaics which show
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the spatial relationships between key outcrop locations across the study area. URL links to these high-resolution
mosaics are provided in the figure captions.
More comprehensive descriptions of outcrops mentioned in this study are provided in the directory of outcrops
provided in Text S1 in Supporting Information S1.
6.1. Gleann Beag Interval–Compound Dunes
The basal unit of the Stimson formation in this study area is informally named the Gleann Beag interval. It has
a variable thickness, ranging between 3.6 m at Hutton's section (where the rover ascended the pediment), thinning to ∼1 m eastwards at the Moray Firth outcrop, and apparently pinching out before the Ogre Hill outcrop
(Figure 1b).
General Description: The Gleann Beag interval is exposed in the Tower butte cap, the pediment ascent area up to
the base of the Machir bay outcrop, and east across to the lower section of the Moray Firth outcrop. Tower butte
(Figure 7a), is composed of compound cross-bedded sandstones, in which a coset 2 m thick can be observed.
Compound cross-bedding is composed of smaller scale cross-sets (termed subsets) with thicknesses between
0.3 and 0.8 m, and are bounded by inclined subset bounding surfaces. In Figure 5a, cross-laminations within the
subsets, commonly have an apparent dip toward the east at ∼5° (left of the image). The inclined subset bounding
surfaces, have an apparent dip to the west. The uppermost set shows cross-laminations which are inclined to
the west with an apparent dip of ∼10° (Figures 7b and 7c). The west face of Tower butte (Figure 6a) exhibits a
similar array of compound cross-sets with subset thicknesses of between 0.3 and 0.5 m. On the west facing side,
cross-laminations and subset bounding surface dip north. The apparent dips from the north- and west-facing sides
yield an average true cross-lamination dip-azimuth of 17° toward 027° and a subset bounding surface dip-azimuth
of 12° toward 321°.
South of Tower butte, in the area where the rover traversed onto the pediment capping unit (Figures 4a, and 4b–
ascent area), the Gleann Beag interval was observed at close proximity (Figures 4b and 5a). The Gleann Beag
target (Figures 4b, 5a, 8c and 8c’) is in the lower part of the capping unit stratigraphy, no more than a meter
above the basal unconformity. Observations using Mastcam and MAHLI recorded cross-bedded sandstones
charac terized by laterally persistent, uniform-thickness cross-laminations. Close inspection of Mastcam images
reveal some coarse-grained material ranging between coarse-sand to small-pebbles in size (Figure 8c’). Many of
the resolvable coarse sand grains are white, similar to those seen in MAHLI images of this outcrop (Figure 4).
There are some rare, well-polished, subangular to well-rounded pebbles in the lower-most part of the section.
These clasts range from nearly spherical to sharp-edged angular grains (Figure 8c’). Concretions are common in
this section, although they are isolated, and seldom coalesce.
Laterally, at the Ochil Hill outcrop (Figures 8a and 8b), trough cross-bedded sandstones composed of wind-ripple
laminations are observed, with sets approximately 20 cm thick. The lower two cross-sets exhibit a rougher surface
texture and are composed of wind-ripple laminations. The sand grains are predominantly gray, however 5%–10%
of the grains are white colored. Above these two sets, there is a single large trough cross-set with sparse white
grains, and a smoother surface texture. The axes of the troughs here are aligned broadly toward the northwest.
Measurement of cross-lamination dip azimuths using a DOM indicate a dominant dip direction toward 061°.
Higher within this interval, at the Enard Bay location (Figures 4b and 6b), an intersection between two troughs–a
bounding surface–can be identified, with the trend oriented broadly northeast-southwest. The northern trough
(left of image) is composed of cross-laminations, which are parallel and uniform in thickness (Figures 6b and 6b’).
From the truncation surface, these laminations curve downward, progressing toward horizontal at the edge of the
pediment (toward the left of the image), with a preserved partial width of 2.5 m. Cross-lamination dip-azimuths
of the troughs were measured using a DOM. The dip azimuths of the two adjacent sides of the trough gave a
bimodal dip azimuth trend: a dominant trend toward the north, and another toward the southeast. The bisecting
angle, which gives the resultant dip-azimuth trend of the trough cross-sets is toward 052°. The bounding surface
between the two trough cross-sets dips toward the southeast, with a dip-azimuth of 057°.
The Moray Firth outcrop–to the west of the ascent area–exposes the boundary between the Gleann Beag and
Ladder intervals (Figures 4a and 9a). The outcrop can be broken into two distinct sections–a lower nodular
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Figure 6. Representative example of Stimson formation facies observed at the Greenheugh study area. (a) Trough
cross-bedding observed in the west-facing cliff of Tower butte. Cross-laminations (white) and bounding surfaces (yellow)
are highlighted to show geometric relationships. High-resolution image of 6A (M100 mosaic MR_mcam13916, acquired
on Sol 2658, at Sol 2657 end-of-drive location). (b) Trough cross-bedding observed at Enard Bay. The bounding surface
(yellow) scours the lower left trough cross-set and defines the lower boundary of the cross-set on the right side of the image.
High-resolution image of 6B (b’) Close-up image of pinstripe laminations observed in part (b) Here, laminations can be
traced laterally for distances in excess of 1 m. (M100 mosaic MR_mcam14115, acquired on Sol 2697, at Sol 2695 end-ofdrive location) (c) Planar cross-laminations observed at the Ladder outcrop. Here windripple laminations and avalanche
strata are contained within a planar, tabular shaped cross-set. See Figure 10a for more context. (M100 Mastcam mosaic
MR_mcam14303, acquired on Sol 2729, at Sol 2702 end-of-drive location). (c’) Close-up images of Ladder section,
showing interstratified windripple strata (WR–resistant and well laminated), and avalanche strata (AV–recessive, “wispy”
laminations). High-resolution image of 6C, including 6C’ (M100 Mastcam mosaic MR_mcam14303, acquired on Sol 2729,
at Sol 2702 end-of-drive location). Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS.

recessive-weathering section, which forms part of the Gleann Beag interval, and an upper well-cemented section
which is part of the Ladder interval and is composed of planar cross-sets (Figure 9a).
The Gleann Beag interval at the Moray Firth outcrop is approximately 0.9 m thick. A sub-horizontal compound-set
bounding-surface with an observed length of 7 m forms the upper boundary of this unit (Figure 9a). The lower
bounding surface cannot be seen. The lower part of the cliff comprises a compound cross-set containing
a series of sub-sets that are bounded by inclined subset bounding surfaces. Three sub-sets containing trough
cross-laminations are identified with the troughs apparently dipping toward the north-east. The lowermost set
on east side (left) is truncated by a second set toward the west, followed by a third youngest set that truncates
that cross-set. This kind of sequential lateral truncation and scalloped coset boundary is referred to as “scalloped
BANHAM ET AL.
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Figure 7. Tower butte outcrop, which illustrates the three-dimensional geometric relationships between cross-laminations,
subset bounding-surfaces, and compound-set bounding-surfaces. (a) Uninterpreted view of the north-facing side of Tower
butte (b) Interpreted image of the butte, detailing the geometric arrangement of bounding surfaces. Subset bounding
surfaces (yellow) typically have an apparent dip toward the west (right of image). The compound-set bounding-surface at
the top of the outcrop is sub-horizontal. A detailed interpretation of image 7B (M100 Mastcam mosaic MR_mcam014078,
acquired on Sol 2751, at Sol 2747 end-of-drive location). (c) Interpreted mosaic taken from Central butte. From this elevated
vantage point, horizontal compound-set bounding-surfaces (orange) can be more readily distinguished from inclined subset
bounding surfaces (yellow). A detailed interpretation of image C (M100 Mastcam mosaic MR_mcam13757, acquired on
Sol 2618, at Sol 2616 end-of-drive location). The west-facing side of Tower butte is documented in Figure 5a, and contains
cross-laminations that are apparently dipping toward the North (left of image). Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS.

cross-bedding” (Rubin & Hunter, 1983). Cross-laminations within these sets dip north-northeast (average of 16°
toward 018°), while their subset bounding surfaces dip toward the northwest (17° toward 310°). The basal coset
is also characterized by the presence of pervasive, uniformly distributed nodules throughout the three cross-sets,
and throughout cross-sets observed further toward the east (left of the image). These nodules are restricted to the
part of the Gleann Beag interval, with an abrupt absence of nodules above the compound-set bounding-surface
defining the top of the interval.
Interpretation: This interval is composed of compound cross-bedding, which is readily observed at Tower butte
and Moray Firth outcrops. At Tower butte and Moray Firth, subset bounding surfaces and interdune surface are
distinguishable. In the ascent area, inclined subset bounding surfaces are identified, however interdune surfaces
are not easily recognized.
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Clach Glas

Figure 8. Outcrops within the Glenn Beag interval, immediately above the basal unconformity. (a) Ochil Hills outcrop,
composed of cross-bedded sandstones. Dip azimuth of the cross-laminations are broadly toward the Northeast. (M100
Mastcam mosaic MR_mcam14093, acquired on Sol 2694) (b) Digital outcrop model of Ochil Hills, used to measure the dip
azimuth of the cross-laminations to determine transport direction. Vector mean of dip-azimuths is toward 061° (n = 46).
(c) Gleann Beag Mastcam mosaic recording the base of the Gleann Beag interval. Hutton section is interpreted to be part
of the underlying (c)Shoemaker formation (M100 Mastcam mosaic MR_mcam14097, acquired on Sol 2695). For mosaic
context, see Figure 4a. (c’) Close up image of Gleann Beag. Image depicts angular and well-rounded extra-formational clasts
derived from elsewhere. Visible grains (that are white) are extra-formational clasts interpreted to be derived from the (c)
Shoemaker formation. The lower part of the Stimson also contains sandstone concretions, which formed in situ. Image credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS.

At Tower butte, the presence of cross-laminations that dip at a divergent azimuth from their associated underlying subset bounding surfaces are interpreted to be compound cross-sets deposited by oblique compound dunes.
Cross-laminations which form the cross-sets, were created by wind-ripple migration and record deposition on
the lee slopes of superimposed dunes. The dip-azimuth of the cross-laminations are largely oblique to the dip
of the subset bounding surfaces, which indicates the superimposed dunes migrated obliquely across the lee
face of the primary dune. The subset bounding surfaces formed by scouring by troughs in front of the advancing superimposed dunes, and they are time-translatent surfaces. These surfaces recorded both the migration
of superimposed dunes as they traveled across the lee face of primary dunes, and the forward motion of the
primary dunes themself. The orientation of these scour surfaces is dependent on the rate at which both dunes
migrate (Rubin, 1987). As a primary dune migrated, it too scoured a sub-horizontal surface–a compound-set
bounding-surface–which defined the base of a compound set.
In the ascent area (Figure 4a), dip-azimuths of cross-laminations suggest sediment transport was toward the
northeast. The strike of the bounding surface at Enard Bay separating the two troughs gives an indication of the
orientation of the trough axis–toward the northeast, suggesting a transport direction to the northeast. The orientation of the cross-laminations and trough axis suggest that the cross-sets here are related by the same transport
processes and direction to those observed at Tower butte.
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Figure 9. The lower and upper boundaries of Ladder interval. (a) Moray Firth outcrop, which exposes the boundary
between the Gleann Beag interval and the Ladder interval. A detailed interpretation of image (a) The cyan line demarks
the boundary of the two intervals: the Gleann Beag interval is characterized by compound cross-sets, containing subset
surfaces that dip toward the north west, and cross-laminations that dip toward the north east. The overlying Ladder interval
contains planar cross-sets that dip toward the south. A detailed photogeologic interpretation of 9a is available here.
(M100 mosaic MR_mcam14053, acquired on Sol 2685, at Sol 2664 end-of-drive location). (b) Digital outcrop
model of the Machir Bay outcrop, which exposes part of the upper boundary between the Ladder and the Edinburgh
sections. Measurement of cross-lamination dip-azimuths, which indicate sediment transport direction were used to
delineate the boundary between the two units. An interpreted mosaic of the Machir bay outcrop is available here.
An interpreted context mosaic of the Morray firth and Ogre Hill outcrop is available here. Image credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS/Joanneum Research/VRVis.

The Ochil Hill target contains an abundance of white grains, which are approximately 0.6–1.2 mm in diameter.
These white grains are visually similar in size and color to the C.Shoemaker formation clasts observed at the
Hutton's section MAHLI target. They are also located at a similar stratigraphic height, just above the basal unconformity. Analysis of ChemCam targets immediately above the unconformity by Bedford et al. (2022) suggests
a hybrid geochemical signature–or mixing–of the local C.Shoemaker formation bedrock, and the capping unit
observed higher up in the stratigraphy. This suggests that there could be some amount of sediment erosion and
entrainment from the underlying C.Shoemaker formation, leading to this hybrid chemical signature. Similar
entrainment of underlying Murray formation clasts has been observed at the Missoula target, at Marias Pass, on
the Emerson plateau (Banham et al., 2018).
At the top of the Gleann Beag interval, at the Moray Firth outcrop (Figure 9a), scalloped cross-bedding observed
in the lower part of this outcrop can be produced by either fluctuating flow causing a dune trough to scour and fill
or by superimposed bedforms migrating along a dune trough (Rubin & Carter, 2006; Rubin & Hunter, 1983). The
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latter can be identified by cross-bed dip azimuths that define an asymmetric curve of the subset bounding surface
as illustrated in Figure 9a. Because the structure requires both across-crest transport to make the main dune
migrate and along-trough transport to cause the scour pits to migrate laterally, it is an indicator of oblique dunes.
The divergent orientation of the cross-laminations and subset bounding surfaces suggest that the superimposed
bedforms were migrating toward the north-east, while superposition surface is oriented toward northwest. Using
the dip and dip azimuth measurements from the DOM, and methods for reconstructing compound bedforms by
Rubin and Hunter (1983), the trend of the scour trough was calculated as 346°, which would suggest the superimposed dunes migrated toward 076°–toward the northeast. This lower section is correlated with the Gleann Beag
interval observed in the ascent area.
The upper-most portion of the outcrop is interpreted to be composed of a tabular cross-set, belonging to the
Ladder interval.
6.2. Ladder Interval: Simple Planar (Straight-Crested) Dunes
The second interval–forming the central unit within the pediment-capping unit–is composed of simple and
concordant cross-bedding. Ladder interval outcrops are exposed best near the top of the pediment in west of the
study area, near the top of the Moray Firth outcrop and at the Ladder section, but exposures were also identified
on the eastern side, at the top of the ascent route at the Machir Bay outcrop. Correlation of this interval is based
on foreset dip-azimuths, elevation, and visually tracing of the interval boundaries.
General Description: The base of the Ladder interval is clearly visible at the Moray Firth outcrop at 2/3 of the
height of the cliff (Figure 9a – cyan line), and can be traced eastwards toward the ascent area (Figure 6a). The
base of this interval is largely planar, undulating little over the width of its exposure: there are no visible scours
or sharp-sided palaeotopography. The cross-sets forming this interval are well-cemented and proud-weathering
(Figure 9a – above the compound-set bounding-surface). From the side of the capping unit (Figures 4a and 9a)
the interval has an apparent thickness of ∼1 m, comprising where a single planar cross-set which forms the edge
of the Ladder outcrop (See Figure 4c) can be observed. When observed from the base of the pediment, this
cross-set is 0.7 m thick and dips toward the south with a dip-azimuth of 174°. Two subset bounding surfaces can
be identified which are concordant with the adjacent cross-laminations. The protruding section of the outcrop
(Figure 9a – labeled “Planar cross-bedding”) can be observed from the top of the pediment, at the drill site location (Figures 4c and 10a, labeled “Moray Firth”).
The Ladder interval is exposed in topographic lows across the upper eroded surface of the pediment capping unit
and covers an area greater than 2,500 m2. In these lows, planar cross-laminations can be seen with an east-west
strike and a southward dip-azimuth. These cross-laminations can be traced for distance of over 70 m parallel to strike
(Figure 10b), with no major deviations in dip direction observed along a 35 m section parallel to dip. Cross-laminations
here appear to be straight, with little or no curvature discerned along their length. Measurement from the digital
outcrop model indicates that the average strike of the laminations are toward 112°, indicating that the average dip
azimuth is 202°. The top of the Ladder interval–defined by the base Edinburgh interval surface–is best observed at
the northern Ladder section and Ladder section, west of the Sol 2702 end-of-drive location (Figures 4c and 10a).
The Ladder interval can be traced east from the Ladder section to the “Sand Pit” area (under the “SW ridge”), and
across to the Machir Bay outcrop (Figure 4c). A DOM was used to constrain the dip-azimuth, which was consistently toward the south–toward 200°–across the whole of this interval. Here, the cross-laminations exhibit the
same straight, uncurving planform profile and share the same south-dipping trend. These straight, south-dipping
laminations can be traced across the Sand Pit to the ridge where the Machir Bay (Figures 6a–6c and 7b) outcrop
is located, by the pediment ascent route. South of the Sol 2702 end-of-drive location, in the Sand Pit area
(Figure 6c), curved cross-laminations were identified in the otherwise planar cross-laminations of the Ladder
interval. The curved laminations are partially covered in sand and occupy an area approximately 8 m across.
The strike of these cross-laminations curve from an east-west direction round to a more southerly direction, and
laminations have a measured length of approximately 9 m. Surrounding this feature, cross-laminations typically
exhibit a southerly dip-azimuth, with an east-west strike, like the rest of the Ladder outcrop.
At the Machir Bay outcrop (Figures 4a–4c and 9b), the base of the Edinburgh interval is identified by a distinct
change in the cross-set dip-azimuths between the upper and lower section of the outcrop (Figure 9b). In the lower
part of the outcrop, cross-set dip azimuths were focused toward the south (see Figure 9b rose diagram “Machir
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Bay low”). In the upper section of the outcrop, a westward bimodal distribution of dip azimuths was identified,
which is characteristic of trough cross-sets of the Edinburgh section.
6.2.1. Evidence for Seasonal Wind Variations in the Ladder Interval
Description: At the Ladder outcrop (Figures 10a, 6c and 6c’), cross-laminations dip toward the south, with an
average wind-ripple dip-azimuths toward 200°. In the center of the section, a slight change of dip-azimuths direction – approximately 7° – can be observed, which are separated by a subset bounding surface. At an outcrop-scale,
cross-laminations appear straight and exhibit no apparent curvature. Close inspection of the strata (Figure 6c)
indicates the presence of three distinct types of depositional package, composed of two facies types: avalanche
strata, wind-ripple strata, and mixed wind-ripple and avalanche strata (cf. Figure 6c). Twenty-six of these different depositional packages were recorded. Wind-ripple strata formed eight of these packages, with an average
thickness of 13.4 cm. Avalanche strata formed seven of these packages, with an average thickness of 14.4 cm.
Finally, eight packages of mixed wind-ripple and avalanche strata were identified. These had an average thickness of 30 cm; however, the average thickness was skewed by two packages, measuring 69 and 33 cm respectively. Markov chain analysis was conducted to determine preferential facies transitions. In a down dip direction
(north to south), the most common facies succession was wind-ripple strata then avalanche strata, then mixed
wind-ripple and avalanche strata before returning to wind-ripple strata. Wind-ripples transitioned to avalanche
strata 87% of the time, followed by avalanche strata to mixed strata 62.5% of the time and then back to wind-ripple
strata 57% of the time.
Interval Interpretation: The Ladder interval records southward-migrating, simple planar dunes, which marks
a major change in dune morphology and sediment transport compared to that of the underlying Gleann Beag
interval. The straight, uncurving in planform cross-laminations which are characteristic of this interval indicate
that this interval was deposited by straight-crested simple dunes. Foreset dip-azimuth measured across both parts
of the outcrop indicate that the sediment transport direction in this interval was toward the south, roughly toward
200°: almost the opposite direction to outcrops associated with the Gleann Beag interval, and much of the rest of
the Stimson formation.
Markov chain analysis of the facies packages indicates a common facies sequence: avalanche-dominated strata
are typically succeeded by mixed avalanche and wind-ripple facies, which is succeeded by wind-ripple facies.
Generally, there is an abrupt transition from wind-ripple strata back to avalanche strata.
Mixed wind-ripple strata and avalanche strata (Figures 5c and 10a) observed in the Ladder outcrop can be used
to decipher transport processes on the dune lee slope, and changes to the dominant wind direction which brought
about these changes. Sediment avalanching is the dominant transport process where the wind direction is within a
few tens of degrees of normal to the dune crest (Eastwood et al., 2012). When the wind direction becomes oblique
to the dune crest, wind ripples form and migrate across the dune lee slope. Wind ripple strata commonly forms
and accumulates on lee slopes with an incidence angle between 25 and 70°. Incidence angles of less than 27°
usually favor bypass and erosion of sediment on the lees surface (Eastwood et al., 2012). Interstratification of the
three depositional packages–avalanche strata, wind-ripple strata, and a mixture of the two can be used to indicate
changing wind directions. Research conducted by Eastwood et al. (2012) indicates that wind-ripple dominated
strata will accumulate between 27 and 45°, mixed strata will form between 27 and 60°, and avalanche dominated
strata will form above 60° incidence. Given that the facies change quickly over a short down dip direction, it
can be inferred that the wind direction fluctuated over a short episode of time to bring about these rapid facies
changes. The absence of internal bounding surfaces could indicate that the set represents a single simple cross-set,
or that there are concordant subset bounding surfaces that correspond to flow reversal.
Thus the observed sequence of depositional packages in interpreted to indicate a gradual seasonal transition
from wind flow normal to the dune crest, with increasing obliquity of the wind flow direction to the dune crest
over a season. Finally, there is an abrupt transition from oblique back to crest-normal wind and sediment transport. The preferential succession of these packages is interpreted to represent a series of annual cycles, where
each facies transition is associated with a seasonal changes of wind direction (Hunter & Rubin, 1983; Kocurek
et al., 2007). The dunes attempt to align normal to the dominant wind, but will take an alignment that maximizes
gross bedform-normal transport to both seasonal winds (Rubin & Hunter, 1987). Assuming that the dominant
seasonal wind is much stronger than the others, the dunes may align broadly normal to those winds occurring
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Figure 11. Ogre Hill composite mosaic. Apparent dip-azimuth of coset one is toward the south, which suggests that the
lower Gleann Beag interval is absent from this outcrop. Overlying coset 2, and 3 record reversals of dip azimuth, suggesting
further flow reversals. Interpreted high-resolution image of Figure 11. (Composite image: MR_mcam14367, acquired on Sol
2741, with ChemCam RMI CCAM04740, at Sol 2734 end-of-drive location). Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech.

during that one season–possibly the southern spring equinox (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019) or perihelion
(Vicente-Retortillo et al., 2018).
6.3. Edinburgh Interval: Sinuous-Crested Simple Dunes
The Edinburgh interval is the uppermost unit of the Stimson formation observed in the study area (Figures 4c
and 10). It is composed of trough cross-bedding with foreset dip-azimuths oriented toward the west. The best
location to observe this interval is west of the Edinburgh outcrop, in the ridge trending southwest away from the
Sol 2702 end-of-drive location (Figure 4c).
Description: On the west side of the Edinburgh outcrop (Figures 4c and 10a) trough cross-sets that are 0.15–0.2 m
thick are visible. The basal surface of these troughs appear to cut down into the underlying cross-sets of the
Ladder interval. Trough cross-sets can be observed as far west as the top of the Moray Firth outcrop, where
part of the Ladder interval is exposed (Figure 10a – Moray Firth lable). To the east, the Edinburgh interval can
be traced as far as the Machir Bay outcrop, where the top cross-set contains westward-dipping sets (Figures 4c
and 9b). In some sections, small, isolated concretions can be observed. The area surrounding the Edinburgh drill
site is characterized by trough cross-sets exposed in planform, preventing measurement of the cross-set thickness.
Where visible, foreset dip-azimuths are oriented west in the area around the drill site. Cross-sets compose the
southwest-trending ridge, southwest of the dill site. The ridge is approximately 1.5 m thick, measured from the
top of the Ladder outcrop to the top of the ridge and is composed of stacked cross-sets. On the top of the SW
trending ridge, cross-sets were observed to dip toward the west (Figures 4c and 10b).
Interpretation: The Edinburgh interval is defined by its westward palaeotransport direction. The interval is
characterized by trough cross-bedding which implies that bedforms which generated these strata were sinuous
crested, in contrast to the straight-crested dunes which deposited the planar cross-sets in the Ladder interval.
Whether these sinuous-crested dunes were simple or superimposed on a larger primary dune is uncertain: no
subset bounding surfaces were observed in the Edinburgh interval due to the planform view of the outcrop
afforded by the rover.
6.4. Ogre Hill Outcrop: Further Evidence of a Fluctuating Sediment Transport Direction
The Ogre Hill outcrop provides additional insight to changing of sediment transport direction. The outcrop is
located 60 m west of the Edinburgh drill site (Figures 1b and 11). Because of the outlying position relative to the
rest of the outcrops, and the perceived lateral thinning and pinch-out of the Gleann Beag interval, correlation was
considered unreliable.
Description: In this outcrop, cross-laminations and cross-sets were observed in cosets that are between 0.25
and 1 m thick. The outcrop can be sub-divided into three cosets. The lowest package–Coset 1–overlies the base
Siccar Point group unconformity. At the base of this outcrop section, the unconformity is uneven and undulates.
Coset 1 contains curved subset bounding surfaces (yellow surfaces in Figure 11) that dip toward the south.
The cross-laminations within these cross-sets are concordant to their lower subset bounding surfaces. Coset
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two overlies the basal coset and is has an undulating basal compound-set bounding-surface. Within the coset,
concordant subset bounding surfaces form north-dipping, low-angle, curving, erosional surfaces, which appear
to become straighter and more steeply inclined toward the south end of the outcrop (left of the image). Within
each of the cross-sets bounded by the subset bounding surfaces, the cross-laminations are near-parallel, dipping
at an angle close to that of their underlying bounding surface. Coset 3, at the top of the succession is relatively
thin and is poorly resolved. It contains cross-sets and subset surfaces which dip toward the south: the opposite
direction to the underlying coset 2. The basal compound-set bounding-surface is horizontal and shows little
relief.
Interpretation: Cross-bedding at Ogre Hill is interpreted to record a complicated history of changing sediment
transport directions. The apparent reversal of dip direction observed between each coset possibly suggests a
major change–or reversal–of wind direction. Although there is no way to directly correlate the Ladder interval
and coset 1, both cosets share a similar sedimentary architecture (subset bounding surfaces with concordant
cross-laminations) and dip in the same direction. The Gleann Beag interval apparently pinches out west of Moray
Firth outcrop, and is not observed at Ogre Hill.
Subset bounding surfaces, with concordant cross-laminations can be interpreted as reactivation surfaces, caused
by brief episodes of flow reversal (third order surface – Brookfield, 1977) where the lee slope is degraded,
forming a low-angle bounding surface (Hunter & Rubin, 1983). These might be associated with a seasonal
change of flow, but no long-term change of transport direction (Kocurek, 1991; Mountney, 2006). To change
the dip-azimuth of the cross-laminations, and for them to be preserved as seen in the outcrop, would require a
complete reorganisation of the dunes, with the dune reforming with the lee slope on the opposite side of the dune.
The dune would then have to migrate at least one dune wavelength to scour a continuous lower bounding surface.
Stacked cosets with reversed dip-azimuths would suggest that several generations of dunes migrated across this
location. This would suggest a prolonged period of wind reversal (see Section 7).

7. Palaeotransport Analysis
The strata preserved at the Greenheugh pediment records a complex history of bedform migration patterns, which
provide an indication of sediment transport directions, and changes in the prevailing wind over time. Several
approaches have been taken to document the foreset dip-azimuths of cross-sets in this outcrop: Visual estimation
of dip-azimuth; measurement using digital outcrop models; and stereonet reconstruction of compound sets using
perpendicular cliff faces. For this section, subtle seasonal changes in sediment transport direction (typically
preserved as interbedded avalanche and wind-ripple strata) will be excluded. Focus will be on the larger-scale
trends observed within the vertical succession.
7.1. Gleann Beag Interval: Reconstruction of Compound Cross-Sets
Compound cross-sets were observed at Tower butte and Moray Firth outcrops. The geometric relationship between
the superposition surfaces (subset bounding surfaces) and the cross-laminations can be used to reconstruct the
compound bedforms using techniques described by Rubin and Hunter (1983), and which were implemented by
Banham et al. (2021) at the Murray buttes. For these two outcrops, bounding surfaces and cross-laminations were
plotted as planes on stereonets to determine the long-axis trend of the scour trough, and the migration vector of
the superimposed dunes (Figure 9a insert).
At Tower butte (Figure 7), cross-laminations and subset bounding surfaces dip-azimuths were estimated to be 17°
toward 027° for cross-laminations and 12° toward 321° for subset bounding surfaces. The intersection of these
planes gives the trend of the scour trough toward 340°, which means the migration direction (which is orthogonal
to the scour trough trend) is toward 070°. This suggests that the superimposed dunes were migrating close to
perpendicular to the crestline of their host dune.
At Moray Firth outcrop (Figure 9a – Gleann Beag interval), dip-azimuths were derived from a digital outcrop
model. The average cross-lamination dip-azimuth was 16° toward 020° (N = 7), with the subset bounding surface
dip-azimuth measured as 14° toward 236° (N = 8). The intersection between these planes indicate a scour trend of
346°, and a superimposed bedform migration direction toward 076°. As with Tower butte, this relation suggests
that the superimposed bedforms would have migrated perpendicular to the crestlines of the primary dunes.
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7.2. Visual Estimation of Dip-Azimuths
Visual estimation of cross-set dips was performed at various locations across the traverse, specifically in areas
where stereo images were not obtained, or beyond the range where digital outcrop model construction is feasible.
This method was also used at several other outcrops where digital outcrop models were constructed, to validate
the method. In total, dip-azimuth of 33 cross-laminations and four measurements of subset bounding surfaces
were made. These data, estimated using methods described by Banham et al. (2018, 2021), were plotted on a
HiRISE orthomosaic to show the spatial relationship of the dip-azimuths (See Supporting Information S1). Generally, these measurements reflect the measurements taken using digital outcrop models: Foreset dip-azimuths are
typically: northeast in the Gleann Beag interval; southward in the Ladder interval; and no visual measurements
were made in the Edinburgh interval. At Ogre Hill, dip-azimuth of the cross-laminations was observed to switch
directions–to reverse dip direction (Figure 11)–depending on the coset observed. Because this outcrop is outlying
and was not correlated to the main outcrop of the study area, it will not be discussed further in this section.
7.3. Digital Outcrop Models (DOMs)
In total, 574 dip-azimuth measurements were taken across 20 digital surfaces rendered from stereo images. These
were used to constrain the palaeotransport directions and aided defining the three key intervals observed. These
data were plotted in stereonets, and then displayed spatially with their associated interval on an outcrop model
generated using OnSight (Abercrombie et al., 2017): Figure 12 highlights the distinct palaeotransport direction
for each interval, and the mapped spatial extent of the stratigraphic intervals. For the data collected using DOMs,
the vector mean and vector magnitude of the cross-lamination dip azimuth was calculated using a trigonometric
method described by Lindholm (1987). The vector mean and vector magnitudes for each interval respectively are:
Gleann Beag, vector 024.9°, magnitude 0.56 (N = 248); Ladder, vector 200.8°, magnitude 0.76 (N = 210); and
Edinburgh vector 278.9°, with a magnitude of 0.66 (N = 116).
7.4. Interpretation of Palaeotransport Data
The Gleann Beag interval, which forms the basal portion of the Stimson formation here is composed of
cross-bedding with a dip-azimuth trending toward the northeast, suggesting sediment transport toward that
direction. In two locations – Tower butte, and Moray Firth outcrop – compound cross-bedding has been identified, recording the migration of oblique compound dunes. These suggest a more complex sediment transport
regime, where superimposed bedforms migrated more toward the east-northeast, rather than the north-northeast
suggested purely by the cross-lamination dip azimuth.
The Ladder interval, which forms the central unit of the Stimson here is composed of simple planar cross-beds
which dip consistently toward the south (vector magnitude of 0.76). The planar cross-sets suggest simple dunes
with net sediment transport across the crests from north to south. This does not account for sediment transport
oblique to the dune crestlines, as represented by the wind-ripple strata observed at the Edinburgh section outcrop
of the Ladder interval.
The Edinburgh interval represents the top-most Stimson unit in the study area. The interval is mainly composed
of trough cross-bedded sandstone, with a dip-azimuth vector mean oriented toward the west. Because few bounding surfaces could be identified or mapped, it is uncertain whether these trough cross-sets are associated with
sinuous-crested simple dunes, or if they are superimposed dunes on a compound dune. This would have a bearing
on the sediment transport direction: westward, if the dunes were simple, or a more northward transport direction
if they form part of compound dunes migrating toward the north.

8. Discussion
8.1. Interpretation of Aeolian Surface Processes
The pediment capping unit is predominantly composed of cross-strata containing thin, uniform cross-laminations
interpreted to be of aeolian origin. Close inspection of MAHLI images indicate sedimentary textures commonly
observed in sandstones transported by wind action: well-rounded grains; a bimodal grain-size distribution, and
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Figure 12. Diagram depicting palaeotransport direction in relation to the different stratigraphic intervals. Rose diagrams
show the net sediment transport direction measured at each of the key outcrop locations, in relation to their relevant
stratigraphic interval. This image was generated using NASA OnSight software (Abercrombie et al., 2017).

development of wind-ripple laminations associated with that bimodal grain-size distribution. The geometric
mean grain size across the Stimson formation observed at the Greenheugh pediment is 486 μm. While the mean
geometric grainsize is coarser than that observed at the Emerson plateau (406 μm; Banham et al., 2018), the
80 μm difference in grain size does not preclude aeolian transport processes: larger grains are commonly transported by surface creep, and mean grain sizes up to 660 μm have been observed on dunes in the Libyan desert
(Ahlbrandt, 1979). There is, however, an interesting and clear disparity between the gran size of ancient aeolian
strata, and modern aeolian dunes in Gale. The average grainsize of the Stimson is between 400 and 450 μm,
however studies on modern aeolian sediments in Gale have observed average grainsize of 112 μm (Sullivan &
Kok, 2017), 120 μm (Ehlmann et al., 2017), and 113 μm (Ewing et al., 2017). In modern coarse-grained ripples,
grains of up to 500 μm are commonly observed near ripple crests, and grains as large as 1,500 μm are identified
on ripple stoss slopes (Sullivan et al., 2020; Weitz et al., 2018), which may have been moved by either reptation or
surface creep. In terms of rounding, the grains observed at the Greenheugh pediment are well-rounded similar to
the grains observed at Williams outcrop on the Emerson plateau (Banham et al., 2018). This degree of rounding
results from the high impact velocities associated with aeolian transport (Folk, 1980; Sullivan & Kok, 2017).
Grainsize and sorting trends observed across the Stimson formation are apparently similar to grainsize and sorting trends observed on Earth. Sands in upwind areas closer to the source tend to be coarser and more poorly
sorted, becoming progressively well sorted toward the erg center (Lancaster, 1995). These trends result from
larger, slower moving grains remaining in the upwind areas.
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Wind-ripple laminations observed across the study area, and specifically at Enard Bay and Edinburgh targets
are diagnostic of aeolian transport processes. Migration of wind-ripples generates inverse-graded laminations,
which have are highly uniform in thickness across a laterally persistent distance (Fryberger & Schenk, 1988;
Hunter, 1977; Sharp, 1963). The final features diagnostic of aeolian facies are the avalanche strata, seen at the
Edinburgh outcrop of the Ladder interval. These laterally discreet, tongue-shape sediment packages form by
repeated failure of the dune crestline at multiple locations along the length of the dune (Hunter, 1977). The
avalanche deposits are loosely packed, and form interbedded tongues which are visually distinctive, and tend to
be wider on sub-aqueous dunes (Hunter, 1985).
8.2. Morphology and Dimensions of Dunes Recorded in the Intervals
Three distinct types of cross-sets can be observed at the Greenheugh pediment, each of which can be linked
to three types of dune morphologies. The morphology of the cross-sets is directly related to the migration and
interactions of dunes, and surface processes occurring on the dunes. The lowermost Gleann Beag interval is characterized by compound cross-bedding generated by superimposed bedforms migrating across the lee of a dune
(Figure 13a) (Rubin & Hunter, 1983); the Ladder interval is characterized by simple planar cross-bedding likely
generated by straight-crested simple dunes, and the Edinburgh interval contains trough cross-bedding generated
by a sinuous-crested simple-dune.
8.3. Compound Cross-Sets Formed by Oblique Compound Dunes
These compound cross-beds, much like those observed at the Murray buttes (Banham et al., 2021) were deposited
by small superimposed dunes migrating across the surface of a larger primary bedform, also commonly known
as a compound dune, mega dune, or draa (Figure 13a). As the superimposed dune migrates across the lee of
the primary dune, the scour trough preceding the dune scours a superposition surface, which is then overlain
by cross-laminations deposited on the lee slope of the superimposed dune. Estimating the size of these dunes
is difficult, as the angle of climb is undetermined, and because the divergence between the resultant transport
directions has a bearing on bedform height (Rubin & Hunter, 1985). A first-order approximation of the dune
height can be made by assuming cross-set and coset thickness are proportional to the dune height. Cosets, representing the preserved lower section of a compound dune, have thicknesses of 2 m at Tower butte. Assuming that
the compound dune's original height was one order of magnitude taller than the preserved thickness, it could
be reasonable to assume that the compound dunes here were ∼20 m tall. If the same estimate is applied to the
cross-sets bounded by subset bounding surfaces, which represent superimposed dunes, their estimated height
could be 3–5 m tall. Assuming both types of dune have a bedform index of 15 (Wilson, 1972), compound dunes
may have wavelengths of 300 m, where superimposed dunes have wavelengths of 45–75 m. These attributes are
comparable to the dunes reconstructed at the Murray buttes (Banham et al., 2021), in part because the cross-set
and coset thicknesses are similar.
8.4. Planar Cross-Sets Formed by Reversing Simple Dunes
These planar concordant compound cross-sets are interpreted to represent the migration of a straight-crested
simple dune formed in a fluctuating flow (Figure 13b). The straight cross-laminations can be traced for >70 m
parallel to their strike, which suggests they were formed by dunes with little or no crestal sinuosity (Rubin &
Carter, 2006). It could be possible that the laminations are slightly sinuous at a hectometer scale–formed by a
dune with a crestline in excess of half a kilometer–however this scale of observation was not possible with this
outcrop. Simple dunes can form in unidirectional winds, however, dunes formed within a reversing flow tend
to achieve straighter crestline profiles due to along-crestline coupling (Rubin, 2012). Evidence of along-crest
sediment transport which would enhance crestline coherence is provided by intercalation of wind ripples and
avalanche strata seen at the Edinburgh section. Avalanche strata typically forms because of crestline-normal
sediment transport, where wind transport sediment perpendicular across the crestline onto the lee slope, causing
avalanches. Wind ripple strata tend to form where wind transports sediment oblique to the dip of the dune lee
slope (Eastwood et al., 2012), which would provide the coupling effect to form a straight-crested dune. Concordant subset bounding surfaces observed in the Ladder interval at the Moray Firth outcrop and the Edinburgh
outcrop are interpreted to be reactivation surfaces. These types of erosional surfaces commonly form as a result
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Figure 13. Reconstruction of bedforms interpreted from the Stimson formation exposed the Greenheugh pediment. (a) Schematic representation of compound
bedforms interpreted to have deposited the Gleann Beag section. Primary dune lee-slopes are interpreted to dip toward the north or north-north west. Lee-slope
superimposed dunes are interpreted to be migrating roughly toward the northeast, while stoss-slope superimposed dunes inferred (see text for details). (b) Schematic
representation of bedform responsible for depositing the Ladder section.

of wind reversal, which would provide a further coupling effect (Rubin, 2012). Because these bounding surfaces
tend to form parallel or very close to parallel, they can be difficult to identify in planform sections, such as at
the Ladder section. Similar concordant subset bounding surfaces can be identified at Ogre Hill, which can also
be interpreted as reactivation surfaces caused by fluctuating or reversing flow. Estimating the bedform height,
using a similar first-order approximation would suggest the bedforms were approximately 7–10 m tall, with
wavelengths of 150 m. It should be noted that on Earth, straight-crested transverse dunes are relatively rare, and
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that straight-crested dunes are typically either linear dunes or barchan dunes in the “fingering-mode” (sensu
Courrech du Pont et al., 2014). Another consideration is that complex dune interactions can result in apparent deflection or reversal of sediment transport locally at the dune scale or even on different parts of the dune
(Brothers et al., 2017; Pedersen et al., 2015). These types of interaction could result in an apparent reversal or
deflection of sediment transport as seen in the Ladder interval.
8.5. Trough Cross-Bedding of the Edinburgh Interval
Trough cross-beds are observed to form the bulk of the Edinburgh interval. As this interval was mostly viewed
in planform, it was not possible to identify subset bounding surfaces indicative of compound dune migration.
Two valid interpretations for this interval are possible: the trough cross-sets could form parts of sinuous-crested
simple dunes that migrated toward the west; or trough cross-sets could form part of compound cross-sets formed
by dunes migrating obliquely across a primary dune's lee slope. No subset bounding surfaces were identified in
the planform section of the Edinburgh interval, reducing confidence in the latter interpretation. If the cross-sets
represent migration of sinuous crested dunes, this would suggest that the wind direction was uniformly toward the
west, with little flow reversal, or oblique sediment transport which could provide any coupling effect to straighten
the crestline (Rubin, 2012). Regardless of the type of dune that generated the Edinburgh interval, the westward
sediment transport direction contrasts with the southerly transport direction of the underlying Ladder section.
8.6. Dune Migration: Direction, Duration, and Preservation
The dip-azimuth and the number of stacked, preserved cross-sets encode information relating to the wind directions, long-term sediment transport direction, and preservation or deflation of strata. Changes in wind direction
are preserved across multiple temporal scales: from seasonal wind variations to longer term ∼millennial time
frames.
The Gleann Beag interval is characterized by compound cross-sets deposited by the migration of oblique compound
dunes. The geometric relationship between the cross-lamination and superposition surface dip-azimuths provide
insight into the relative migration directions of the dunes (Almeida et al., 2016; Rubin & Hunter, 1983). Based
on observations at Tower butte and Moray Firth outcrop, the superimposed dunes migrated generally toward
the northeast, while the compound dunes migrated toward the north, or north-northwest, as observed at the
Murray buttes. These oblique compound dunes require a bimodal or multi-modal wind regime to form, where
the two dominant wind directions are obtuse (Courrech du Pont, 2015; Derickson et al., 2008; Havholm &
Kocurek, 1988; Rubin & Hunter, 1987).
Sediment transport for the Gleann Beag interval matches the net sediment transport direction for the Murray
buttes and Emerson plateau (Banham et al., 2018, 2021). This similar transport direction also supports geochemical evidence which suggests that the sedimentary provenance of the Gleann Beag interval is the same as that
at the Emerson and Naukluft plateaus (Bedford et al., 2022; Thompson et al., 2022). This interval, and the rest
of the Stimson formation represent a relatively stable and prolonged period of net sediment transport toward the
north, or northeast. The Stimson formation at the Murray buttes has a recorded thickness of >15 m (Banham
et al., 2021), and the Gleann Beag interval has a recorded thickness of 3.6 m. Assuming that the strata at the
Murray buttes and Gleann Beag interval are contemporaneous, or at least penecontemporaneous, these strata
will represent a minimum of several thousand years of sediment accumulation, based on typical dune migration
rates from Earth or Mars (Boazman et al., 2021; Chojnacki et al., 2019; Davis et al., 2020; Phillips et al., 2019).
However, beyond this observation of common depositional architecture, geochemistry, and sediment transport
direction, there is no evidence that the strata at these two locations are time-equivalent.
The Ladder interval contains a south-dipping cross-set and overlies the Gleann Beag interval. It is composed of
strata deposited by southward transported sediment. For the Ladder interval to accumulate, sediment transport
was reversed for a prolonged period: long enough for the dunes to reform with the lee slope oriented toward the
south, and then for dunes to migrate at least 1–2 two wavelengths to deposit and preserve a single south dipping
cross-set. An estimate of migration rate can be made from the inter stratified lee-slope deposits observed at the
Edinburgh section. Assuming that a single seasonal cycle is represented by the facies transition from wind-ripple
to avalanche to mixed strata, a migration rate of 0.3–0.5 m per annual cycle can be assumed, (which is comparable
to modern migration rates on Mars of 0.3 m/EY and 0.2–1.1 m/EY (Boazman et al., 2021; Davis et al., 2020))
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and that the planar cross-set was formed by a dune with a 150 m wavelength, net sediment transport would need
to be toward the south for at least 300–500 Mars years to form the cross-set. Sediment transport toward the south
may have persisted for longer, however, evidence of overlying cross-sets was removed by aeolian deflation and
were lost from the stratigraphic record before deposition of the Edinburgh interval.
At shorter time scales, the intercalated aeolian strata at the Edinburgh section are interpreted to represent seasonal
changes in wind direction, and episodic wind reversals. Avalanche strata typically form when sediment is transported normal to the crest line, whereas wind-ripple strata forms during times when wind is oblique to the crestline (Eastwood et al., 2012). The predictable facies succession observed at the Edinburgh section is interpreted to
arise because of seasonal changes in wind direction, where bedform-normal transport occurs during a period of
stronger winds (typically spring on Earth), and subsequent wind-ripple strata form during other parts of the year
when the seasonal wind is oblique to the crestline. These seasonal (and even diurnal) trends are common on Earth,
both in the modern environment (Ewing et al., 2006; Havholm & Kocurek, 1988; Hunter & Richmond, 1988)
and in the stratigraphic record (Chan et al., 2000; Uličný, 2004). Episodic flow reversal is also recorded in the
Edinburgh section. Dunes formed in reversing flows typically have straighter crestlines (Rubin, 2012), which in
this case, is preserved as the extremely straight cross-laminations of the Edinburgh section. Reactivation surfaces
are also identified in the Edinburgh section. These can arise from deflation and degradation of the lee slope
by: reversal of airflow; changes in dune size, shape, crestline-sinuosity or migration direction; or as a result
of dune interactions. Reactivation surfaces formed by flow reversal would have dip-azimuths parallel to the
cross-laminations and would be difficult to identify. One reactivation surface was identified at the Edinburgh
section, which had an angular discordance, indicating that it may record a change in dune size, shape, or migration direction.
Finally, the Edinburgh interval potentially records a more unimodal sediment transport direction toward the west.
Trough cross-bedding arises from the non-uniform advance of the dune lee slope, forming sinuous-crested dunes.
Here, flow reversal or crestline coupling by oblique airflow would cause crestline straightening, and planar
cross-sets to form.
8.7. Stratigraphic Architecture
The boundaries between each of the intervals–where a major change in the sediment transport direction is
recorded could represent major gaps in the stratigraphic record at the Greenheugh pediment. With minimal
loss of strata, the base Ladder interval bounding surface may represent near continuous sediment accumulation: transport direction reversed rapidly with little or no sediment bypass, and the lee slope and scour trough
reformed immediately on the south side as the dune migrated south. Conversely, the base Ladder interval bounding surface could also represent a prolonged period of sediment bypass or deflation: an aeolian supersurface
(Blakey, 1988; Havholm & Kocurek, 1994). This would represent an intraformational unconformity, where some
amount of strata may have accumulated, was then scoured, and was lost from the stratigraphic record. Such
surfaces are documented to form when unconsolidated sand is deflated, scouring the accumulated strata down to
the water table, where cohesion prevents further erosion (Cardenas et al., 2019; Fryberger et al., 1988; Kocurek
& Day, 2017; Mountney, 2006; Mountney & Russell, 2009; Mountney & Thompson, 2002). However, within the
Stimson formation, micro-topography or other structures which would indicate a damp depositional surface have
not been identified on or near these interval boundaries.
A major allogenic change that would form a supersurface or cause prolonged reversals of sediment transport
would affect the whole dune field and would be expressed across the preserved stratigraphic accumulation. The
Greenheugh area being the only part of the Stimson succession which preserves this southward sediment transport suggests that it is higher in the stratigraphy than preserved at the northern Stimson outcrops. This sediment
transport reversal would have occurred across the dune field, but it has been eroded from the top of the succession
preserved in the northern outcrop areas. Corollary questions are whether the compound cross-sets at Murray
buttes and at Tower butte are contemporaneous, and how much strata are missing between the two preserved
sections of strata? That both outcrops are the preserved expression of oblique compound dunes, migrating in a
near identical direction could suggest that they are genetically and temporally linked, and that the northern Stimson outcrops form a broader, lower part of the Gleann Beag interval.
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There is a possibility that the Ladder interval simply represents autogenically–controlled changes in dune migration direction, for example, where interacting dunes result in a local reversal of sediment transport (Ewing &
Kocurek, 2010), or where a slight change of transport ratios results in a reorganization of the dune (Rubin, 2012).
These interactions would occur across a small spatial extent in a dune field and would be preserved in a yet
smaller volume of strata. The observed Ladder section covers an area of >400 m 2 (>1 km 2 if the Ogre Hill
outcrop represents part of the Ladder interval). Correlation of the Ladder interval across this extent (e.g., to the
east side of the pediment), would favor the interpretation of allogenic controls on sediment accumulation.

9. Conclusions
1. T
 he Greenheugh pediment capping unit is formed of a dark-gray erosion-resistant sandstone. Textural analysis
of grains across the pediment confirm that the sandstone is composed of well-rounded sand grains, with a
bimodal grain-size distribution, and that in some locations, inverse grading of grains within wind-ripple laminations can be seen. These observations are consistent with aeolian transport processes.
2. The Greenheugh pediment capping unit is interpreted to be a continuation of the northern Stimson formation
outcrops (Emerson, Naukluft, and Murray buttes). All outcrops share a common depositional architecture and
sedimentary facies, which indicate that they were deposited by the same processes. All outcrops overlie the
base Siccar Point group unconformity. However, it is uncertain whether the Greenheugh Stimson outcrops are
time-equivalent to the northern Stimson outcrops: there is no way to correlate the outcrops with any degree
of certainty, but geochemical analysis (Bedford et al., 2022) provide some indication that the Gleann Beag
interval is correlative to the Stimson at the Emerson and Naukluft plateaus.
3. Analysis of the sedimentary architecture shows that the Greenheugh pediment capping unit contains three
types of crossbedding, each representing deposition by morphologically distinct aeolian dunes. Compound
cross-strata were deposited by oblique compound dunes; planar simple cross-bedding was deposited by
straight-crested simple dunes; trough cross-bedding was deposited by either sinuous-crested simple dunes, or
as part of a compound dune; and concordant compound cross-bedding, deposited by a dune formed by a fluctuating flow. The sedimentary architecture corresponds with other parts of the Stimson formation, indicating
that sediment accumulation was controlled by aerodynamic processes.
4. Analysis of cross-set morphology and dip-azimuth allowed delineation of three distinct stratigraphic intervals,
each recording a major change in sediment transport direction, further indicating a major change in sediment transport and wind direction. Within the Gleann Beag interval (deposited by oblique compound dunes),
sediment was transported to the north or the northeast, reflecting sediment transport directions observed
elsewhere in the Stimson formation. The Ladder interval (deposited by straight-crested simple dunes) records
sediment transport to the south: uphill toward Mount Sharp, and the opposite direction to most sediment
transport observed elsewhere in the Stimson. The Edinburgh interval (deposited by sinuous-crested simple
dunes) records sediment transport to the west. The change in sediment transport at the Edinburgh interval
corresponds to a change in geochemistry and mineralogy indicative of a different sedimentary provenance to
that deposited in the Gleann Beag interval (Bedford et al., 2022; Thompson et al., 2022).
5. The different dune morphologies, and transport directions recorded provide evidence of a dynamic and changing climate, where the wind shifted over multiple temporal scales. First, intercalated avalanche and wind-ripple
strata record high frequency shifts in wind direction: possibly seasonal changes. Second, longer-term seasonal
trends are recorded by oblique compound dunes of the Gleann Beag interval and by flow reversal recorded at
Ogre Hill by reactivation surfaces. Finally, long-term prolonged changes of wind direction are recorded by the
opposed transport directions observed in the three different stratigraphic intervals, plus at Ogre Hill.
6. The Stimson formation is unlikely to represent a complete record of activity within the dune field. A major,
prolonged reversal of sediment transport, recorded by the Ladder interval is coupled with a laterally extensive
bounding surface, which may represent a deflationary supersurface. Reversing of the wind is a large-scale
allogenic event and should be recorded across the Stimson dune field deposits. That it is only observed at the
Greenheugh pediment indicates that the northern Stimson outcrops are incomplete records, where the top of
the succession is missing.
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Data presented in this study are archived with the NASA Planetary Data System (pds.nasa.gov) and readily accessible through the MSL Curiosity Analyst's Notebook (https://an.rsl.wustl.edu/msl). Images used can be found in a
data table in Text S1 in Supporting Information S1 slide pack. Data (interpretations) generated during the course
of this study are available in Text S1 in Supporting Information S1.
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Erratum
The published article contained incorrect supporting information figures S2 and S3. The figures were replaced,
and this may be considered the authoritative version of record.
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